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YourTripToSpain&Portugal
YourTripToSpain&Portugal

0034676516720
sales@yourtriptospainandportugal.com

Saturday · October 7th, 2023 - Saturday · October 28th, 2023

Spain Tour 2023 Rev. 2
Itinerary for Chris Tworek

Saturday · October 7th Welcome to Spain and Barcelona!
Barcelona accommodation: Hotel Condes De Barcelona Preferred Lifestyle 

 Collection 4* (5 nights)

Sunday · October 8th Private guided walking tour of the Gothic quarter
Welcome Dinner

Monday · October 9th Private guided tour of Gaudi's masterpieces: Guell Park and "Sagrada 
Familia" Basilica

Tuesday · October 10th Montserrat Tour

Wednesday · October 11th Free day in Barcelona

Thursday · October 12th Barcelona - Malaga - Granada
Granada accommodation: Hospes Palacio De Los Patos 5*

Friday · October 13th Private guided tour of the Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens

Saturday · October 14th Free day to explore the city or take the car and drive to the Alpujarras

Sunday · October 15th Day trip to Desert of Tabernas and Cabo de Gata

Monday · October 16th Granada - Carmona
 Carmona accommodation: Parador De Carmona 4* (3 nights)

Evening out for flamenco & tapas in Seville
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 Carmona accommodation: Parador De Carmona 4* (3 nights)
Evening out for flamenco & tapas in Seville

Tuesday · October 17th Day trip to Cordoba with Almodovar Castle

Wednesday · October 18th Private guided tour of Seville Old Quarter

Thursday · October 19th Carmona - Cadiz
 Cadiz Accommodation: Parador de Cadiz 4* (3 nights)

Group Dinner

Friday · October 20th Optional day trip: Discovering Jerez

Saturday · October 21st Optional day trip: Self-drive around Costa de la Luz

Sunday · October 22nd Cadiz - Gibraltar - Marbella
 Marbella accommodation: Amare Beach Hotel Marbella 4* - Adults only (3 

nights)

Monday · October 23rd Optional day trip: Visit Ronda & Setenil de las Bodegas

Tuesday · October 24th Optional day trip: Visit Frigiliana & Nerja

Wednesday · October 25th Marbella - Malaga - Madrid
Madrid accommodation: Riu Plaza Espana 4*

Thursday · October 26th Day Trip to Toledo from Madrid

Friday · October 27th Free day in Madrid
Farewell dinner

Saturday · October 28th Madrid - home

Inclusions of the Trip

Saturday · October 7th

Welcome to Spain!

Upon arrival, our driver will be waiting for you to transfer you to your hotel.

In the afternoon, free time to rest and start exploring the city.

Welcome to Spain and Barcelona!
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Category
Urban room 10x Double; 5x Single use

In the afternoon, free time to rest and start exploring the city.

Oct 07 · 2:00 PM
Check-in

Oct 12 · 12:00 PM
Check-out

5 nights
Duration

LOCATED ON THE FAMOUS PASEO DE GRACIA-THE MAIN COMMERCIAL ARTERY OF THE CITY-OPPOSITE THE FAMOUS LA 
PEDRERA BUILDING-A FEW METRES FROM CASA BATLLO EASILY ON FOOT TO SOME OF THE CITYS MOST EMBLEMATIC AREAS- 
PLAZA CATALUNA-LAS RAMBLAS-GOTHIC QUARTER-SAGRADA FAMILIA
Room Selection

Room Description
Modern and confortable rooms which stand out for their contemporary design and brightness. Their size is approximately 
25 m².

They have views to the outside or over a pretty Eixample courtyard.

Room Details
• Queen Size bed 1'80m or twin beds
• Reading lamps
• Spacious desk
• Samsung TV 42"
• Free WIFI internet connection
• Safe Deposit that can hold laptop
• Full-length mirror
• Individual air-conditioning
• In room Coffe and tea facilities
• Minibar Included (2 waters and 2 juices a day)

Bath Details
• Double sink
• Shower cabin
• Fine bath products by Rituals
• Slippers

Barcelona accommodation: Hotel Condes De 
Barcelona Preferred Lifestyle Collection 4*
0034.934450000
Paseo De Gracia 73
Barcelona 08008
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Sunday · October 8th

In the afternoon, our guide will pick you up at your hotel for a private guided walking tour of the Gothic quarter, the oldest part 
of Barcelona.

Along this tour around a labyrinth of narrow cobblestone streets, you will travel back in the history of the city while you explore 
Roman ruins, Medieval buildings and Gothic cathedrals, out of which the current cosmopolitan city developed from.

**Picasso Museum could be added to this tour if you were interested.

Private guided walking tour of the Gothic quarter

Welcome Dinner
Welcome dinner at a restaurant near your hotel. Image credits: Pixabay
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Monday · October 9th

Today morning, our guide will pick you up for a private guided tour of Gaudi masterpieces: Guell Park and "Sagrada Familia" 
Cathedral.

Home to Antoni Gaudí, Barcelona is known as the capital of Modernism and boasts some of the most celebrated Modernist 
architecture and structures found anywhere in the world. One of the great innovators of his time, Gaudí left his mark on the 
map of Barcelona and today, you will explore some of the architectural treasures that he left behind.

In the afternoon, free time to keep exploring the city on your own.

Tuesday · October 10th

Today, our driver and guide will pick you up for a half-day trip to Montserrat. Catalonia’s most emblematic mountain. Topped 
by a Benedictine Monastery, Montserrat is one of the most relevant pilgrimage places in our country.

On the way to the Montserrat Monastery, you will admire the Massif of Montserrat, a spectacular multi-peaked rocky range 
packed of unique needle-shape formations. Upon arrival, you will visit the Monastery, which was founded in the 10th century 

and still functions to this day, with over 150 monks. It is also well-known for hosting the figure of La Moreneta (the dark one), 

Private guided tour of Gaudi's masterpieces: Guell Park and "Sagrada 
Familia" Basilica

Montserrat Tour
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and still functions to this day, with over 150 monks. It is also well-known for hosting the figure of La Moreneta (the dark one), 
who is the patron saint of Catalonia. Your guide will bring history alive by explaining the history and ventures of this Monastery 
dating nearly a thousand years.

Wednesday · October 11th

Today and tomorrow, free time to keep exploring the city on your own.

Where to go? and what to do on your free day?
Old part of the city, which comprises : Walk around the pedestrian labyrinth of the Gothic Quarter and the Born Quarter
narrow streets and alleys of the old town, where you will discover Roman ruins, Medieval buildings and Gothic Cathedrals.
You can't miss the , where the city hall is located, in the Gothic Quarter. You Cathedral of Barcelona and Sant Jaume Square
can't miss in the Born Quarter.Santa María del Mar Cathedral 
Picasso Museum is also located in the Born quarter and it is a museum worth a visit in Barcelona.
You can extend your walk to the popular  and the impressive .Las Ramblas Street Boqueria Market
And you can also walk down to the sea, where the is located. Do not miss a walk along the sea Barceloneta fishers' quarter 
promenade of Barceloneta.

Paseo de Gracia: which is Barcelona shopping street, here a part from many international shops, you can find and visit La 
Pedrera-Casa Milà: a modernist building built by the famous architect Antoni Gaudí, also in this street you can find and visit 
another of Gaudi’s pieces, the Casa Batlló. Casa Amatller is another must-see house and having a coffee in the coffee shop 
inside is a pleasure.

Some not so well-known art-nouveau buildings which are worth a visit are:
• Hospital de Sant Pau
• Casa Vicens: the first architectural work by Gaudi, which was recently opened to the public about one year ago
• Music Palace: Located in the Born quarter, in the old part of the city, it is a masterpiece of Art Nouveau architecture, and 

well worth a visit. Its interior is gorgeous...and if you can enjoy a corcert in it, it is even better.

Ciutadella Park: The Parc de la Ciutadella is very idyllic and probably the greenest oasis in the megacity of Barcelona. It invites 
you to relax, to rebound and to go for long walks, as well as for a picnic. You can also use a rowing boat on the lake.
The Catalan Parliament and the Modern Art Museum are lcoated in there.
Also I would like to suggest that you go to the Barceloneta area and have a walk around this picturesque neighborhood, as 
well as along the sea promenade.

You can also get the cable car to Montjuic mountain. Here you can visit the Montjuic castle and walk around the area where 
the Olympic Games took place in 1992. Here you will find as well the “Font Magica de Montjuic” Magic Fountain.
If you want to experience Barcelona as a local, head to Gracia neighborhood, just walk around and let yourself get lost in the 
streets and squares of Gracia Neighborhood. Here you could visit La Casa de les Punxes, this modernist building was built by 
the local architect Josep Puig I Cadafalch in 1905.

Free day in Barcelona
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You can't miss the , almost 360 degrees around the city!views from the rooftop of Majestic Hotel

Thursday · October 12th

Today early morning, our driver will transfer you to the railway station, where you will take a high-speed train to Malaga.

5:50 am - 12:26 pm
8:00 am - 2:10 pm
8:30 am - 2:56 pm

Upon arrival, pick up the rental cars and self-drive to Granada (135 km - 1h 30').

Check in at hotel in Granada and start exploring the city on your own!

Oct 12 · 2:00 PM
Check-in

12:00 PM
Check-out

Hospes Palacio de los Patos is a member of Design Hotels

Hospes Palacio de los Patos represents a suggestive combination of two buildings looking at each other in complicity -it is the 

Barcelona - Malaga - Granada

Granada accommodation: Hospes Palacio De Los 
Patos 5*
0034.958535790
Solarillo De Gracia 1
Granada 18002
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Hospes Palacio de los Patos represents a suggestive combination of two buildings looking at each other in complicity -it is the 
careful restoration and conversion of a classic 19th century palace of industrial architecture -catalogued as a Cultural Heritage 
site -and a new building -a mixture of depths and transparencies behind a majestic and subtle alabaster lattice window -
The hotel offers 42 exquisitely decorated rooms in two buildings -one of them is the Palace and the other one is a new and 
contemporary building with an exclusive design where the use of marble and crystal is predominant.

Hotel Hospes Palacio de los Patos is located in one of the city’s main streets, near all of the main tourist attractions such as the 
cathedral, the Royal Chapel, the Jewish district (La Judería) and City Hall. We are also just 10 minutes away from the 
neighbourhoods of Albaicín and Sacromonte and very close to the Alhambra Palace, the main symbol of Granada.

It is home to Los Patos Restaurant. Los Patos is a restaurant which has everything you need to enjoy a romantic evening in a 
the most charming setting or an exclusive gastronomic experience in the centre of Granada.
It also has a spa, designed to reach a maximum state of well-being and to revitalise your body and mind. As well as treatment 
rooms, it has a cosy and exclusive bathing area which includes a Turkish bath, dry sauna, thermal swimming pool, dressing 
rooms and restrooms.
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Number of Guests
25

Category
Dreamer's room (10x Double; 5x 
Single)

Room Selection

Room Description
In Hospes Palacio de los Patos, rooms are situated in the new wing with a modern décor surrounded by glass, alabaster and 
hardwood floor.
Exclusive views to the Arab gardens are also available.
Between 20 and 30sqm
Turndown service
King size bed (2x2 m) or 2 double with exclusive mattresses and Egyptian cotton bed linen
Plasma screen TV.
AMENITIES
Sink
CD/DVD player
Television
Telephone
Air conditioning
Heating
Mini-bar (extra cost)
Free safe
Free Wi-Fi
Internet
Wake-up service
24h luggage storage
Dry-cleaning and laundry service (surcharge)
Daily newspapers
Optional breakfast in bed
Toiletries
24h room service
Pillow menu

ONLY IN THIS ROOM
Refrigerator
Wooden floor
Shower
Bidet
Hairdryer
Magnifying mirror
Bathrobe
Slippers
Telephone
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Friday · October 13th

Today morning, our driver and guide will pick you up for a private guided tour of the Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens.

It was originally created for military purposes, but it became a residence of kings. It was a fortress, a palace, Arab, Christian...all 
these features explain many distinctive features of this impressive World Heritage Site, which, as a historic monument, is 
unlikely to be surpassed. This place where fountains trickle, leaves rustle, and ancient spirits seem to mysteriously linger, 
enchants all expectant visitors.

In the afternoon, free time to keep exploring the city on your own.

Saturday · October 14th

Private guided tour of the Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens

Free day to explore the city or take the car and drive to the Alpujarras
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Sunday · October 15th

This route is currently booming as there are many Road Trip lovers who approach the Tabernas Desert to discover its beauty.

Here you could visit the villages of Fort Bravo, Oasys and Western Leone where Lawrence of Arabia, Indiana Jones, and many 
other western movies where filmed.

The desert is clearly the main protagonist, but it is not its only beauty. In Almeria you can find the Natural Park of Cabo de Gata 
where you can enjoy driving behind its secondary roads admiring incredible landscapes and views of the Mediterranean Sea.

Meet the wonderful town of Velez Blanco, it is undoubtedly a great jewel of the Los Velez region and will not leave you 
indifferent.

Monday · October 16th

Today, self-drive to Carmona (233 km - 2h 30').

On the way, you could make a halt to visit the beautiful and historical town of Osuna.

Upon arrival, check-in at hotel and start exploring this beautiful town.

Day trip to Desert of Tabernas and Cabo de Gata

Granada - Carmona
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Number of Guests
25

Category
10x Superior rooms ; 5x Standard 
individual use

Oct 16 · 2:00 PM
Check-in

Oct 19 · 12:00 PM
Check-out

3 nights
Duration

63 large bright rooms hotel with an exquisite classic decor which, alongside the Sevillian tiling, enhance this 14th century 
citadel.
Room Selection

Notes

** This hotel requires to book the half-board at least for two nights, so I included it for the nights of Oct. 17th and 18th.

Carmona accommodation: Parador De Carmona 4*
0034 95441410
Alcazar Sn.
Carmona
Carmona 41410

Evening out for flamenco & tapas in Seville
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Meeting Point
At the lobby of your hotel with the driver
In the evening, you will enjoy a passionate evening of tapas and flamenco in the old town of Seville or in the magical Triana 
quarter.

Our driver will pick you up at the lobby of the Parador in Carmona and transfer you to Seville, where you will meet our foodie 
experts for a fun night out! (you will be accompanied by 2 hosts this evening).

Along this tour, you will discover why Seville is the true home of tapas, and experience the mysteries, the emotion and the 
power of true flamenco.

**We may have to split the group in two to accommodate to the space in the tapas bars.

Tuesday · October 17th

In the morning, our driver/guide will pick you up to transfer you to Cordoba.

Upon arrival, start your private guided tour of two of its UNESCO World Heritage Sites: the Jewish quarter and the Mosque-
Cathedral.

The Jewish quarter boasts a unique charm filled with winding narrow streets, whitewashed façades, flower pots, quaint 
squares...You will visit Flowers' Street, Pañuelo Street, the Maimonides Monument, Judios Street, the Zoco, the synagogue...

After strolling around the lovely streets, you will visit the Mosque-Cathedral. This spectacular building is one of the jewels of 
Muslim architecture in Spain and a stunning blend of the two religions and cultures which have shaped Andalucia: Islam and 
Christianity. A magnificent awe-inspiring architectural masterpiece that amazes all travelers. Its main hall with over 850 
double-arched columns is one of the best and most impressive examples of this architectural gem.

In the afternoon, you will be transferred back to Carmona.

On the way, you will make a halt in Almodovar Castle, one of the best-preserved Medieval castles in Spain, from where you will 
enjoy stunning views of the Andalucian countryside.

Day trip to Cordoba with Almodovar Castle
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Wednesday · October 18th

Today morning, our driver will pick you up at the lobby of the Parador in Carmona to transfer you to Seville. There, meet our 
local guide for a private guided tour of the old part of the city, Santa Cruz quarter, and its most emblematic monuments.

Along this tour, you will enjoy a walk around the fascinating , the former Jewish quarter of the Medieval city, Sta. Cruz quarter
where the Jews were confined when Ferdinand III took the city from the Moors in 1248. It is a labyrinth of winding narrow 
streets with quaint houses, patios and gardens in bloom all year round, lovely tiny squares...where the legends of its Sephardic 
past will be brought alive and can be still felt in the atmosphere.

You will also visit the  (UNESCO World Heritage Site), which is the third largest church and the largest Cathedral of Seville
Gothic Cathedral in the world. It was built in the 15th century and its construction lasted over a century. It was planned under 
the statement "Let us build a church so beautiful and so magnificent that those who se it finished think that we are mad". It 
was built on the site of the great Aljama mosque and some remaining parts of the Mosque are still preserved: the Patio de 
Naranjas, the puerta del perdón and the Giralda (former Minaret and now the belltower). It is also popular because Christopher 
Columbus is buried here.

Finally, you will also visit the , another UNESCO World Heritage Site, which became very popular a few years ago Royal Alcazar
because it was one of the film settings of Game of Thrones. It is a place absolutely different from what you have seen so far. It is 
a colorful and charming site which will transport you to a different era, an experience you will never forget. Its handpainted 
tiles, its blooming and lush idyllic gardens, its fountains, its legends...make it a really special place and a must-see place when 
visiting Seville. One curiosity: it is the oldest active royal palace in Europe.

In the afternoon, free time to keep exploring the city and some other heritage sites such as Spain Square or Maria Luisa Park 
before being transferred back to Carmona.

Private guided tour of Seville Old Quarter
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Number of Guests
25

Category
Superior rooms (10x Double; 5x 
Single)

Thursday · October 19th

Today, you will drive to Cadiz (151 km - 1h 30 min).

Oct 19
Check-in

Oct 22
Check-out

3 nights
Duration

Modern Resort Hotel, a national parador of contemporary design, situated in attractive central location, opposite beautiful 
beach.
Room Selection

Carmona - Cadiz

Cadiz Accommodation: Parador de Cadiz 4*
34 956-226905
Avda Duque de Najera 9 Genoves Park, Cadiz, Spain 11002

http://www.parador.es/es/paradores/parador-de-cadiz
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Friday · October 20th

Today, you could head to the charming town of Jerez de la Frontera (35km - 30 minutes driving).

Understanding how the city of Jerez works when it comes to celebrating food can be one of the most representative 
experiences of the local culture. Jerezanos love their excellent local gastronomy and they are masters at pairing each dish with 
different local wines at different tapas bars and local taverns.

Group Dinner
Group dinner at a local restaurant Image credits: Pixabay

Optional day trip: Discovering Jerez
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Saturday · October 21st

Today, you could self-drive around the beautiful gems of the western coast of Andalucia: la Costa de la Luz.

Here you shouldn't miss the village of , considered as one of the most beautiful villages of all Spain.Vejer de la Frontera

Down to the coast, you will find the , an impressive wild beach, and just a few steps away, the roman ruins of Bolonia beach
, which is the perfect example of roman urban planning.Baelo Claudia

Then, you could continue your way to to have lunch. Barbate is well known for having the best bluefin tuna. Here I Barbate 
would recommend having lunch at El Campero Restaurant. (Please let me know if you want me to make reservations for lunch, 
as it is usually full).

Sunday · October 22nd

Today morning, self-drive to Marbella (235 km - 2h 34').

On the way, you will visit Gibraltar.

Upon arrival in Marbella, hotel check-in and start exploring.

Optional day trip: Self-drive around Costa de la Luz

Cadiz - Gibraltar - Marbella
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Oct 22 · 12:30 PM
Check-in

Oct 25 · 12:00 PM
Check-out

3 nights
Duration

YEAR BUILT 2001 YEAR REMODELED 2015
SET ON THE BEACHFRONT IN THE CENTRE OF MARBELLA S OLD TOWN THIS ADULTS-ONLY HOTEL OFFERS A SPA AND 
OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL. AMARE BEACH HOTEL MARBELLA - ADULTS ONLY FEATURES FREE WIFI. THE MODERN STYLISH 
ROOMS ARE SPACIOUS AND BRIGHT AND MOST ROOMS HAVE A BALCONY WITH SIDE OR FRONT SEA VIEWS.
THE HOTEL ALSO OFFERS EXCLUSIVE ROOMS WHICH INCLUDE VIP TREATMENT AND ACCESS TO THE ADULTS-ONLY EXCLUSIVE 
LOUNGE.
ONE OF THE HOTEL'S MAIN ATTRACTIONS IS AMARE CLUB DIVIDED INTO 3 AREAS THAT COMBINE MUSIC AND ENTERTAINING 
BY THE SEA. AMARE BEACH RESTAURANT AND SUN BATHING AREAS AMARE POOL HAS AN OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL AND A 
SUN TERRACE.
THE AMARE LOUNGE A RELAX AREA WITH A BAR AND CAFE WHICH ALSO FEATURES EVENING ENTERTAINMENT.
THE MARE NOSTRUM RESTAURANT OFFERS INTERNATIONAL CUISINE AND RESTAURANT MESSINA AWARDED WITH A MICHELIN 
STAR ALSO OFFERS A MENU BY CHEF MAURICIO GIOVANINI.

Marbella accommodation: Amare Beach Hotel 
Marbella 4* - Adults only
0034.952 903001
Avenida Severo Ochoa 8
Marbella 29603

https://www.amarehotels.com/?utm_source=Google-local&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=googleplaces
https://www.amarehotels.com/?utm_source=Google-local&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=googleplaces
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Number of Guests
25

Category
Keep the secret room 10x Double; 5x 
Single use

Room Selection

Room Description
The intimate elegance of our “Keep the Secret” room is about to put you to the test. You won’t be able to resist sharing 
thousands of photos. You’ll feel like every instant deserves thousands of likes. There are plenty of unique emotions to feel 
at the Amàre Marbella hotel. Are you sure you want to keep the secret?

Discover the enigma of “Keep the Secret”: Its  and its will give you plenty exclusive decoration side Mediterranean views 
of reasons to sing and dance to the beat of your tunes, selected and listened to through the  available Bluetooth speakers
in this room. Experience it!

This room offers:
• Two single beds (1.00m wide x 1.95m long) or a double bed (1.80m wide x 1.90m long)
• Quilt bedding, Nordic-style duvets and pillow selection
• Shower (or bath on request)Maximum capacity: 2 people (3 on request)
• Dimensions: 25m2
• Safe
• Kettle
• Air conditioning
• Free WiFi
• Minibar
• Hair-dryer
• 42″ LED TV
• Satellite TV
• Bluetooth speakers
• Chromecast
• Steam iron

Monday · October 23rd

Today, enjoy a day trip to the outstanding village of Ronda, considered one of the most beauitful and oldest villages in Spain, 
which is dramatically perched on top of a deep gorge and from where you will enjoy awesome views.

Optional day trip: Visit Ronda & Setenil de las Bodegas
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which is dramatically perched on top of a deep gorge and from where you will enjoy awesome views.

After walking round Ronda and have lunch, you can make a small detour on your way back to visit the village of Setenil de las 
Bodegas and its impressive architecture, famous for its dwelings that are built under the rock!

Tuesday · October 24th

Today, you could discover the eastern coast of Malaga.

You could visit:

• Frigiliana: one of the most charming white washed villages of Andalucia.

• Nerja, a beautiful coastal village but mainly famous for its caves, that were formed around 5 million years ago and where 
you will be able to see some paintings made by homo sapiens that lived in the cave around 20.000 years ago, muslim 
objects that prove that the cave was also inhabited during the middle ages and of course, the natural formations inside 
the cave, such as speleothems, several caverns and a natural amphitheatre where concerts are regularly held.

Wednesday · October 25th

Today morning, you will drive to Malaga (59 km - 50 minutes).

Optional day trip: Visit Frigiliana & Nerja

Marbella - Malaga - Madrid
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Number of Guests
25

Category
Double deluxe room (x15)

Today morning, you will drive to Malaga (59 km - 50 minutes).

Upon arrival, drop off your cars and take a high-speed train to Madrid.

Upon arrival in Madrid, our driver will be waiting for you to transfer you to your hotel.

Oct 25 · 3:00 PM
Check-in

12:00 PM
Check-out

The Hotel Riu Plaza Espana located in the emblematic Edificio Espana on Madrids Gran Via has 26 floors with a wide range of 
facilities to make your stay a memorable experience. This hotel on the Gran Via offers free WiFi throughout the hotel a Sky Bar 
with breathtaking views of the city and conference rooms for holding your best events. The Hotel Riu Plaza Espaa offers you 
585 rooms and 17 meeting rooms, with a total capacity of 1500 people

Room Selection

Room Description
These 20-m2 rooms have everything you need for to rest comfortably during your stay. The Deluxe Kings at the Hotel Riu 
Plaza España have a king size bed (180x200 cm), WiFi, satellite TV, air conditioning and heating, a safe and a mini-fridge.

Madrid accommodation: Riu Plaza Espana 4*
0034 913887959
C Gran Via 84, Madrid 28013
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Thursday · October 26th

Today morning, our driver will pick you up to transfer you to Toledo.

Upon arrival at Toledo, our local guide will be waiting for you to walk you around this beautiful UNESCO World Heritage City, a 
labyrinth of historical streets located on a hill and surrounded by the Tagus river.

It is known as the Imperial City because it was the main venue of the court of Charles V before he established it in Madrid.
Due to its varied and vast monumental, historical and cultural heritage, it is also known as the city of the three cultures 
because Moors, Christians, and Jews managed to peacefully cohabit in the city for centuries and they all left their traces in the 
architecture which defines the town today and which makes it such a special and interesting place.

Along this tour, you will visit three sites in Toledo:
• the Primate Cathedral of Saint Mary of Toledo: this 13th-century temple is one of the jewels of Gothic architecture in 

Spain. It is brilliant, both outside and inside, where apart from many architectural and artistic gems, you will also discover 
amazing works of El Greco, Caravaggio, Tiziano, Goya, or Rubens.

• the Synagogue of El Transito or Samuel ha-Levi: it is the most important Hispanic-Jewish building in Spain and the most 
beautiful and best-preserved medieval synagogue in the world. It is also home to the Sefardi Museum, where you will be 
able to learn about the Jewish culture in Spain.

• the Church of Santo Tomé: this church, which was rebuilt at the beginning of the 14th century by the Lord of Orgaz, is 
famous because it hosts the painting "The Burial of the Count of Orgaz" by El Greco.

In Toledo, there is a long tradition in damascene art, which consists of decorating steel. Here, you will visit a workshop where 
artisans create authentic damascene ware (jewels, swords, knives…).

For centuries the art of damascene in Toledo passed from generation to generation within the same family, and traditional 
designs changed little over the years. Recently the artisans have come from diverse backgrounds. The National Arms 
Corporation in Toledo trains young people in the art of damascening steel. Ten years' apprenticeship is required before one 
becomes a master craftsman.

In the afternoon, transfer back to Madrid.

Day Trip to Toledo from Madrid
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Friday · October 27th

Today, free time in the city.

You could visit:

• Gran Vía Street: La Gran Vía is the most famous street in Madrid and an essential walk for all those who visit the city. Its 
construction dates back to the early twentieth century, in which large buildings such as the Grassy, the Telefónica or the 
Metropolis Building, one of our favorites in Madrid, were built. This street where you cannot stop looking everywhere 
while you walk, is also famous for its great theaters, which represent some of the best works and musicals of the moment. 
In addition, the Gran Vía is one of the main commercial hubs of the city, where you can find clothing and footwear stores 
of large national and international chains, as well as having a wide range of restaurants, something that gives it a unique 
atmosphere , especially when the good weather arrives and its terraces are full of people.

• El Retiro Park: A historic garden located in the center of the city, is perfect to disconnect from the noise of the city, 
practice sports, walk or simply sit on a bench to read or be in contact with nature. Inside the Retiro you cannot miss the 
Palacio de Cristal and the pond, one of the most famous images of the park.

• Royal Botanical Gardens: They are beside the Prado Museum and the Retiro Park. Declared an Artistic Garden in 1942, its 
collections include an outstanding herbarium with more than a million entries, the library and the archive - with nearly 
10,000 drawings - as well as the exhibition of 5,000 species of live plants.

• Puerta de Alcalá: The Puerta de Alcalá, one of the five old royal doors that gave access to the city of Madrid, is located in 
the center of the roundabout of the Plaza de la Independencia and is similar to the Roman Arcos de Triunfo, in addition to 
its name to a road that led to Alcalá de Henares and that passed through this place.

• Temple of Debod: It is an Egyptian temple dating back to the 2nd century BC, transported to Madrid’s Cuartel de la 
Montaña Park. The temple was donated to Spain by the Egyptian government to save it from floods following the 
construction of the great Aswan Dam. Adress: Calle Ferraz, 1, 28008 Madrid

• Museums:
-Museo Sorolla: Paseo del General Martínez Campos, 37, 28010 Madrid
-Museo Reina Sofía: Guernica by Picasso is here. Calle de Santa Isabel, 52, 28012 Madrid
-Museo Thyssen Bornemisza: Paseo del Prado, 8, 28014 Madrid

• Rooftop terraces:
-Riu Plaza España Hotel: Calle Gran Vía, 84, 28013 Madrid
-La Azotea del Círculo: Calle del Marqués de Casa Riera, 2, 28004 Madrid

• Markets:
-Mercado de San Miguel: Plaza de San Miguel, 5, 28005 Madrid
-Mercado de San Antón: Calle de Augusto Figueroa, 24B, 28004 Madrid

Free day in Madrid
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-Mercado de San Antón: Calle de Augusto Figueroa, 24B, 28004 Madrid
Shopping areas in Madrid:

Gran Vía: A shopping spree on Madrid’s most iconic thoroughfare and a guide to the finest shops. Gran Vía is the busiest, most 
popular street in Madrid. It’s 1300m long and more than 100 years old, and it’s lined with some of the most sought-after retail 
shops in town  a true open-air shopping mall, drawing over 10 million people every year. Gran Vía branches out of Calle Alcalá 
to the east and runs all the way to Plaza de España.

Salamanca neighborhood: Madrdi’s Golden Mile! It’s most stylish district, featuring a great variety of exclusive shops. It 
gathers international luxury brands, popular fashion shops and traditional stores.

Barrio de las Letras: Barrio de las Letras, aka Barrio de las Musas or Parnassus (after Journey to Parnassus, by Miguel de 
Cervantes), is Madrid’s Literary Quarter. Some of the streets and squares in this neighbourhood  Atocha, San Sebastián, Calle 
del Prado, Cervantes, Lope de Vega, Huertas, Plaza del Ángel, Plaza de las Cortes, Plaza de Jesús...  were home to the greatest 
Spanish writers in the Golden Age: Lope de Vega, Quevedo, Góngora, Cervantes... This is hay they carry quotations by them and 
other literati on the pavement. Today, the Literary Quarter is one of the most enjoyable districts in Madrid  for flâneurs and for 
shopping lovers too.
A bunch of stores have managed to keep their historical charm alive: Don Flamenco (flamenco shoes), Casa Pajuelo (honey), El 
Jardín del Ángel (a lovely florist) and Licores Cabello (wines and spirits since 1902).

Barrio de las Letras is also a good place to buy contemporary art or designer objects. Fast Cool Co sells paintings, T-shirts and 
creations by young artists and craftsmen. Modernario is perfect if you’re looking for special items for your home. The area is 
swarming with antique dealers and art galleries. La Integral, for example, established as a showcase for independent artists, is 
the right place to find original gifts, especially for film lovers. Many of the shops specialise in young designers and innovation; 
try Franjul for handmade shoes.

Wrapped in a bohemian atmosphere, the Literary Quarter has drawn restless souls over the years who have set up specialist 
stores with a character like Desnivel (an amazing bookshop specialising in outdoor and adventure travel), Tununtunumba (a 
fascinating shop selling all sorts of exotic or indigenous musical instruments, from Galician bagpipes to goblet drums, 
didgeridoos, whistles or chalumeaus), Kamchatka Magic Toys (a delicious toyshop where you can find active learning games 
and fancy books) or Brown Bear Bakery (traditional bread and pastry with a modern twist).

Goya-Alacalá-Felipe II: The area around Avenida Felipe II, much of which is now a bustling pedestrian square, and the 
crossroads of Calle Alcalá and Calle Goya, two of the emblematic streets in Madrid, are home to one of the busiest and most 
varied shopping areas in the capital.

It is an area where distinguished shops, typical of this elegant area of Madrid, between the Salamanca and Ibiza 
neighbourhoods are intermingled with important national and international commercial references.

One of the major poles of attraction in this area is El Corte Inglés, which occupied two large buildings on both sides of Calle 
Goya. In the vicinity, there are numerous popular fashion and accessory firms and franchises: ZARA (Conde de Peñalver, 16), 
H&M (Conde de Peñalver, 14), Mango (Goya, 23, 79 and 81), Bershka (Conde de Peñalver, 4), Stradivarius (Alcalá, 161), Oysho 
(Narváez, 6), Springfield (Alcalá, 98), Sfera (Goya, 89), Salvador Bachiller (Alcalá, 151), Massimo Dutti (Goya, 85), Women’s 
Secret (Conde de Peñalver, 5) or Parfois (Goya, 83), among many others.

Luxury Items MADE IN SPAIN: Madrid is home to the most renowned Spanish firms: Ailanto (Orellana, 14, Basque fashion 
designers established in Barcelona), Balenciaga (Lagasca, 75; clothes and bags from the firm founded by the famous designer 
from Gipúzcoa), Manolo Blahnik (Serrano, 58; shoes by the designer from the Canary Islands), Lladró (Serrano, 68; porcelain 
figurines made in Valencia), Suárez (Serrano, 63; fine jewellery from the firm founded in Bilbao) and Rabat (Serrano, 32; fine 
jewellery from Catalonia). A panoply of options for the best retail therapy. The Spanish jewellery, accessories and fashion firm 
Tous (Gran Via, 38); the Sargadelos brand (Narváez, 6) for handicrafts, jewellery and also for home and decoration; Castañer 
(Claudio Coello, 51) specialising in esparto espadrilles and footwear in general; and Eduardo Rivera, who not only sells clothes, 
but also decorative elements and accessories such as jewellery, handbags, watches, glasses, footwear and books.
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Tonight, you will enjoy a farwell dinner, to say good bye and to celebrate YourTripToSpain!

Saturday · October 28th

At the appointed time, our driver will transfer you to the airport, where you will take your flight back home.

End of our services.

Hope that you have enjoyed YOUR TRIP TO SPAIN!

Inclusions of the Trip
TRAVELERS DOING THE WHOLE TRIP, STARTING IN BARCELONA (19 pax):
-PRICE: 4.424€ / PERSON IN A DOUBLE ROOM
-PRICE: 6.817€ / PERSON IN A SINGLE ROOM

TRAVELERS STARTING IN MADRID:
-PRICE: 3.514€ / PERSON IN A DOUBLE ROOM

TRAVELERS STARTING IN MALAGA:

Farewell dinner Image credits: Pixabay

Madrid - home Image credits: Pixabay
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-PRICE: 3.404€ / PERSON IN A DOUBLE ROOM

It includes:

* 21-night accommodation in 4*& 5* hotels:
**Breakfast included in all accommodations and half-board included for 2 nights in Carmona

*Barcelona (5 nights):
• Condes de Barcelona 4*S (15x Urban room): included in the price

*Granada (4 nights):
• Hospes Palacio de los Patos 5* (15x Dreamer's room): included in the price

*Carmona (3 nights):
• Parador de Carmona 4* (10x Superior room + 5x Standard individual): included in the price

*Cadiz (3 nights):
• Parador de Cadiz 4* (15x Superior room): included in the price

*Marbella (3 nights):
• Amare Marbella Beach 4* (15x Keep the secret room): included in the price

*Madrid (4 nights):
• RIU Plaza España Hotel 4* (15x Deluxe King room): included in the price

**Hotels in Barcelona have a tax ranging from 2€/person/night to 6 €/person/night depending on the category of the hotel. It is 
not included in the quotation, but once you select the hotel, if you wish and you indicate it to us, we can include it so that we 
can prepay it and you do not have to pay for it at the check-out.

*Private transfers in/out Barcelona/Madrid

* High-speed train tickets / Flight tickets Barcelona - Malaga

*Activities in Barcelona:
• Privte guided tour of the Gothic quarter of Barcelona. Tickets for Picasso Museum included.
• Private guided tour of Gaudi's masterpieces. Entrance fees to the Sagrada Familia Cathedral and Guell Park included.
• Private guided tour of Montserrat Mountain and winery in Penedes. Tapas and wine pairing lunch included.

*Activities in Granada:
• Private guided tour of Alhambra Palace and Generalife Gardens. Tickets and transfer from the hotel to the Alhambra 

included (no transfer back).

*Activities in Seville:
• Private tapas and flamenco experience in Triana quarter. Entrance fees to a flamenco show and tapas and drinks included 

(2 hosts).
• Private guided tour of Seville old quarter. Transportation and entrance fees to the Cathedral-Giralda and Royal Alcazar 

included.
• Day trip to Cordoba and Almodovar Castle with private guided tour. Transportation and entrance fees included.

*Activities in Madrid:
• Day trip to Toledo with Private guided tour. Transportation and entrance fees to the main sites included.

** Group dinners in the itinerary not included.

* . Upon arrival in Spain, we will deliver you 24/7 customer service from YourTripToSpain during your whole trip a local cell 
 where you will have an app with your itinerary and all the details, you will be able to make local phone calls, surf phone

internet...and be in touch with us anytime, since there will be a WhatsApp group created for easing the communication 
process. We will also deliver to you all the necessary printed documents for your trip such as the train tickets, etc.


